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EZi Motion Cartesian Gantry Systems
Designed and manufactured using unique aluminium extrusions, the Kyrus range of EZi Motion Cartesian Gantry 
Systems can be configured to suit  a variety of applications.

Built on a modular platform with scalable performance, and allowing for the combination of belt, rack & pinion 
and ball screw drive combinations, EZi Motion Cartesian Gantry Systems range from single axis, to multi-axis 
configurations with payloads from 15kg - 250kg.

With quality components ensuring high accuracy to each face, a comprehensive list of optional extras are also 
available. These include automatic lubrication, ground racks and grippers/end of arm tooling (EOAT) as well as many 
others, allowing you to build a EZi Motion Cartesian Gantry System to your specific requirements.

Flexible Configurations
EZi Motion Cartesian Gantry 
Systems are available in a 
range of configurations suited 
to a variety of applications.

Belt driven options are available for 
increased speed and noise reduction.

Helical gear rack with quality NIDEC-
SHIMPO gearbox (<3 arcmin standard).
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Wrist Servo Axis Modules
Wrist Servo-Axis Modules are 
available for all configurations 
and offer additional 4th & 5th 
axis modules of up to 180Nm.

Easy clamping system and linear 
bearings for a low friction, precision drive. 
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Unique extrusion can be stacked 
increasing load capacity and rigidity.
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EZi Motion XYZ 110-50



Other Kyrus brochures available for download via our website. For a hard copy, get in touch.
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Technical Data & Stress Tests
Investments made in the design and manufacture of our unique aluminium extrusions mean that features for specific 
applications can be easily integrated, while prices remain competitve.

Stress tests performed show the rigidity of the aluminium extrusions. These tests are performed at a safety factor of 3:1 as 
a minimum with some models undergoing more riguorous tests than normal useage would demand. This ensures that both 
Kyrus and the customer are fully satisifed with the product’s ability to undergo its function. 
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Typical Performance
EZi Motion XYZ 110-50kg (Pictured Centre)

Z X Y

Drive Type MOD 2 Helical Rack & Pinion

Max Stroke Length mm 1800 Unlimited 4500

Max Linear Speed m/s 2.20 4.45

Max Acceleration m/s2 2.00 2.50

Max Payload kg 50 Loads are dependant on speed and span

Repeatability mm 0.05

Note: Payload on Z is assumed to be in raised position during motion. If extended, speed will need to be configured to suit. The max speeds quoted are based on machine capabilities and do not take into account 
factors such as environmental conditions.

Further data for different drive types available on request. For more information, visit the website or get in touch

Testing is performed to ensure safe working within design parameters


